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THE TARGETED ACCOUNTING ECOSYSTEM

Recently, Targeted Accounting showcased our new Cloud Ecosystem.  We have
researched and expiremented with 5 new apps that work with QBO, and are happy to
share them with our clients.  If you think your business may need one of these apps,
ask Targeted Accounting to help you see if it is right for you.   If you would like to
move from your desktop program to QBO,  let us know as it is a simple process
from QB desktop or SAGE.

Did you know... 

That you can receive payments right in QBO for your sales invoices into
your Canadian bank accounts?  If you are using a web browser, you could accept the
payment by credit card in QBO.  If you are using the QBO Mobile app, you simply
email your client the invoice, they select the option to pay your bill, and to enter their
credit card information. 
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QBO TIP / How To 
 
QBO has the option to share reports.  However you can not share the report
with specific users.  The option is to share ALL or share NONE.  Click here for
instructions on how to share reports.  We recommend giving feedback to Intuit
by using the feedback link in your QBO and ask them to change the option to
allow individual users to see the reports. The more users request the  change,
the more likely a change will be implemented.

TECH TALK 
 
InvoiceSherpa.com is a QB ProAdvisor pick we would like to mention this
month.  It is an Accounts Receivable platform with integrated payment
solutions that will synchronize with your QBO file.  This app will send out the
initial invoice, automatically sends late payment reminders, auto-collects from
your customers and deposits the payment directly into your bank account.  As
a result it will keep your collections up to date for you and increase your cash
flow.

Who We Know
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Fairtax Funding and Taxation Experts, is a group of professionals that help
businesses optimize Canadian Tax Recovery, be it Customs Duty, Hiring and
Training Grants, and even apprenticeship tax incentives.  With offices across the
country, Fairtax can provide their expertise for all provinces. 
 

SHARE 

As always we entertain any ideas or suggestions you have to share. Please email
Susie ssacco@targetedaccounting.com. 

BOOKKEEPERS NEEDED 

We are very busy and are very much in need of more bookkeepers pretty much
everywhere.  Even if you know someone in a different city or province please
connect us to see if we can bring them on board.
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